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Expert talk on ‘Communications-based train control (CBTC)’ was organized by 

Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) of Shri Ramdeobaba College of Engineering 

and Management, Nagpur on 8th February 2019. The talk was delivered by  

Pankaj Dhakate, L&T Metro Rail, Hyderabad. The talk was attended by 84 under 

graduate students of Electronics Engineering, Electronic Design Technology and 

Electronics and Communication Engineering. 

IEEE 1474 Standard defines Communications-based train control (CBTC) as 

a continuous, Automatic Train Control (ATC) system utilizing high-resolution train 

location determination, independent from track circuits; continuous, high-capacity, 

bidirectional train-to-wayside data communications; and train borne and 

wayside processors capable of implementing Automatic Train Protection (ATP) 

functions, as well as optional Automatic Train Operation (ATO) and Automatic 

Train Supervision (ATS) functions. It is a railway signalling system that makes use of 

wireless telecommunications between the train and trackside equipment for the 

traffic management and infrastructure control. By means of the CBTC systems, the 

exact position of a train is known more accurately than with the traditional 

signalling systems. This results in a more efficient and safe way to manage the 

railway traffic. Metros (and other railway systems) are able to improve headways 

while maintaining or even improving safety by implementing CBTC system. 
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In a traditional Fixed Block Signalling system, only one train is allowed in a fixed 

section (Block) of a railway in a given direction; whereas CBTC provides Moving 

Block system where multiple trains run one after the other in a given direction by 

dynamically maintaining the safe separation. This is possible due to ATO system 

which drives the train under safety protection of ATP system, thus eliminating the 

dependency on human element in the overall system. This facilitates running trains 

at a much closer Headway, in some cases upto 60 sec.   

Apart from driving the train with closer headway by providing complete passenger 

safety owing to highly reliable and redundant architecture conforming to Safety 

Integrity Level 4 (SIL4), CBTC system also performs other non-vital functions like 

timetable regulation, headway regulations, automatic delay recovery and interfacing 

with various other systems like Passenger Announcement (PA) and Public 

Information and Display (PID) systems for automatic announcements and dynamic 

information update about arriving trains, etc.  

Due to its highly modular design architecture, CBTC system can be configured for 

various modes of operations like semi-automatic mode, attended driverless mode 

and unattended driverless mode. The architecture facilitates monitoring and control 

of the entire railway network from a centralised location called as Operations 

Control Centre or Central Control Centre.  

The major interface of CBTC system is with train hardware like propulsion and 

braking system as this is a vital control performed by on-board CBTC hardware. It 

also allows the system to open the correct side doors and continuously monitors the 

integrity of the doors while on run. It drives the train with a continuously updated 

speed-distance profile by taking into consideration all the parameter of the fixed 

infrastructure and dynamic train running. CBTC system also facilitates to run 

different lengths of CBTC equipped trains in the same network.  
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Glimpses of the Expert Talk: 
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